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Dealers stocking scent control
products could probably fill
their store shelves if they

decided to stock just a few of every
kind of scent control product offered
to hunters.  In the years since Bill
Robinson introduced Scent-Shield
spray, and Greg Sesselmann intro-
duced Scent-Lok clothing, thousands
of products have been developed to
reduce human odor and to help
hunters get close to game animals.

Bowhunters are prime candi-
dates for these products because
they typically need to take game at
close range. In addition, thanks to
the barrage of ads they’ve read in
magazines or viewed on televised
hunting programs, gun hunters are
becoming more aware of the need
for scent control as well. The result
is that sporting goods retailers are
seeing a yearly increase in scent
control product purchases by  gun
hunters who acknowledge the
advantages of controlling human
scent as a way to improve their odds

for tagging a game animal. 
As a retailer, though, it’s easy to

have too much of a good thing. Shop
space is needed to stock bows,
arrows, broadheads and a host of
other products customers need for
either practice or hunting. So how
does a dealer narrow down the
brands of scent control products he’ll
stock this year?  Let’s take a look.  

It might be useful to think of
scent control products as a pyramid
with sprays like Robinson’s Scent
Shield and Scent Killer from Wildlife
Research Center as the base of the
pyramid. These products are huge
sellers because they work to stop
human odor on hands, clothing and
gear, so dealers need to stock them
heavily in a very visible location.

The next layer, while a step down
in sales volume but still a potential
sale to almost every hunter walking
through the door, are the personal
hygiene products designed for the
hunter to clean up with before a hunt.
Bar soaps, hair and body soaps, and
shampoos fit this category and
almost every scent control brand
offers them.  Good examples would
be Sport Wash Hair and Body Soap
from Atsko or the newer Eliminx
Body Wash and Shampoo from Code
Blue. 

The next level, and the one I see
as third in importance in terms of
sales and usefulness are field wipes.
These products appeal to hunters
because they combine the benefits of
cleaning and deodorizing in one
package. They’re inexpensive and
come in resealable pouches or boxes
and work great to wipe down sweaty
hands, necks, bow grips, or just about
anything else. Almost every scent-
killing brand offers these wipes and
examples include the evolve3 Field
Wash Cloths from Dead Down Wind
and the Scent-A-Way Wash Towels
from Hunter’s Specialties.

Ideally, every hunter stocking up
for the fall hunting season should be
heading  to the check-out counter
with some sprays, wipes, and body
soap but, odor control doesn’t end
with these products. We also want
them to wash their socks, shorts and
camo outerwear in odor-free, non-
whitening clothes wash and then dry
them using scent reducing dryer
sheets.That’s why free-rinsing deter-
gents like Atsko’s Sport Wash or
Scent-Lok Premium Clothing Wash
are as important to your sales as are
the products on our first three layers.

Since I’m building this arbitrary
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The Vertigo system from
Scent-Lok combines scent
control with a dramatic
new approach to conceal-
ment based on using two
Mossy Oak patterns.

Selling Scent Control
by Mike Raykovicz
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product pyramid, I’m going to say the
next most important product to stock
should be baselayers. Today, dealers
have the option of selling garments
whose linings contain silver or other
anti-microbial agents to reduce the
generation of human odors.
ArrowTrade business editor John
Kasun is covering those separately in
this issue so you might want to take a
look. Because these products are so
useful in controlling the intensity of
human odor, I believe the bowhunt-
ing retailer should be selling them,
whether or not they also carry odor-
controlling outerwear. 

For about what he’ll spend on a
dozen premium carbon arrows, a
customer can be outfitted with cam-
ouflage outerwear from ScentBlocker
or Scent-Lok. Retailers who think
they can’t compete with the big box
stores on clothing sales, should know
both of these firms are committed to
helping independent dealers meet
the competition head on by advising
them as to what styles sell best in
their area and by providing attractive,
compact displays. They’ve also got a
range of odor-controlling socks,
gloves and headgear that are good
sellers alone or as part of a suit pur-

chase.
In the next to final level I’m

including all the other scent-control
gels, pastes, powders and creams.  If
you only have room on an end-cap
for one of these products, I’d pick one
of the powders since they’re so good
at controlling the odor produced by
our feet and boots. N-O-Dor II pow-
der from Atsko is one of these, Stealth
Dust from Code Blue’s EliminX line is
another. In addition, manufacturers
offer tooth paste, hand cream, lip
balm, breath spray and chewing gum
targeted specifically to bowhunters. I
could see chewing gum selling as an
impulse item near the check-out but
admittedly, the field could be limited
for these other items. However, if you
have the room, why not sample
them? A way to introduce some of
these more esoteric products to cus-
tomers would be to sell them in kit
form with products from lower down
on our pyramid. For instance
SilverScent has a boxed kit that
includes clothes spray, body gel,
clothes wash and breath spray.

At the apex of this hypothetical
pyramid of scent control products is
where I’d put the electronic odor con-
trol devices that have come on the

market in the past few years.
These products include devices
that can be used in the field, at
home, or in camp. One such
device is The  Xterminator and
it is designed to rid clothing
and other accessories of odors
without the need for washing.
Because it is so unique and
works well, we’ll cover it in
depth later in this article. 

Now, let’s look at the com-
panies involved in the scent
control market and the prod-
ucts they offer. For easy access
to the brands that interest you
most, use the directory on the
opening page. 

Scent-Lok
In 1992, Greg Sesselmann,

a bowhunter and enterprising
engineer from Michigan, intro-

duced clothing designed to adsorb
human odors though the use of acti-
vated carbon. Those first carbon-dot-
ted suits were stiff and unattractive
but worked so well they led to today’s
huge market in scent control cloth-
ing. Some comes from Scent-Lok,
some from licensees like the
ScentBlocker brand from Robinson
outdoors. Other competitors use
non-carbon based technologies and
concentrate on reducing scent gener-
ation on the skin or in clothing near
it, rather than on adsorbing odors.

Scent-Lok says its patented acti-
vated carbon technology is the most
advanced odor-control hunting sys-
tem in the world. Today’s Scent-Lok
garments are world’s better than the
original in comfort, fit, quietness and
concealment. They also come in a
range of weights to fit different cli-
mates and conditions.  Hunters will
appreciate how the Michigan compa-
ny has continuously improved and
tested its garments and accessories to
deliver ultra-quiet scent controlling
gear that gets hunters close to big
game. 

This year Scent-Lok has expand-
ed its offering to include a Vertigo
series of garments. The Scent-Lok
Vertigo System combines panels in
two different patterns from the Mossy
Oak Break-Up family. This unique
approach provides very large and
highly contrasting lines defined
inside the normal body outline that
obliterates the human form either
up-close or from a distance. These
high contrast areas mimic the tree
canopy and sky tones of prime morn-
ing and evening hunting conditions.

With the Scent-Lok Vertigo sys-
tem the company included their
patented odor-eliminating, activat-
ed-carbon technology. This technolo-
gy has been field tested and proven
time and again to reduce odors below
a deer’s threshold of detection giving
hunters the advantage at the moment
of truth.

Seasoned hunters know some of
the best hunting opportunities occur
when skies are rainy or snowy, so a
weatherproof membrane that resists
wind penetration and keeps evening
chills at bay is included. To complete
the package, Scent-Lok lined the

Hunters buy a staggering amount
of scent control sprays. This is the
popular Scent Killer brand from
Wildlife Research Center.
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Vertigo clothing system with a light
insulating Climafleece to fend off the
chill that arises when the sun falls. No
bulky insulation, just enough to help
maintain a comfortable body tem-
perature throughout the hunt.

Scent-Lok also offers the Savanna
EXT, a newer lightweight garment
that is 25 percent lighter than those
found in the original Savanna Series.
The Savanna EXT has an added boost
of moisture management protection
that hunters will find useful through-
out the season. In addition, Scent-
Lok has extended the new Savanna
Series line of outdoor clothing
designed specifically for women and
has enlisted noted outdoor television
personalities Kandi Kisky and Tiffany
Lakosky to endorse the line.

Because many shooters are
brand loyal, this year, Scent-Lok has
teamed with Mathews to develop a
Mathews classic series of garments
that includes base layers, pants, jack-
et and even a head cover, all done in
the Mathews Lost camouflage pat-
tern. The base layers are treated with
an anti-microbial agent and con-
structed with an ultra-light Scent-Lok
fabric. Hunters will remain comfort-
able in a wide range of hunting condi-
tions because the pants and jacket
are treated to repel rain and are made
with a tight weave to block the wind. 

Hunters will appreciate how
Scent-Lok offers a complete line of
outdoor clothing for both men and
women designed to keep them warm,
dry and odor free while  dealers will

appreciate how the product is sup-
ported by an extensive advertising
campaign. Contact: Scent-Loc
Technologies, 1731 Wierengo Drive,
Muskegon, MI 49442 Phone: (800)
315-5799 

ARC Outdoors/Arctic Shield
Recognizing the opening for a

new scent elimination system with a
lower price point, in early 2004 ARC
Outdoors launched a brand of scent
control clothing called X Scent. Jeff
Phillips, ARC Outdoors vice-presi-
dent for product development told
ArrowTrade the fibers used to make
the textile material are infused with
bacteria killing silver nano fibers and
that X Scent utilizes a technology
called X-STATIC, which permanently
binds 0.999 pure silver to the surface
of the fiber. His company not only
makes the material for the scent sup-

pressing clothing but makes the
thread to make the fabric as well.
Phillips said silver ions are a natural
anti-microbial and are highly toxic to
odor-causing bacteria. Because each
thread of the fabric is treated with the
nano silver particles, the garment will
never have to be refreshed in any way
except for washing because the silver
remains part of the fabric for the life
of the garment.

Phillips claimed in addition to
the silver nano fibers, the garments
contain an odor neutralizer that elim-
inates existing odors. Phillips told
ArrowTrade human body odor origi-
nates from bacteria living on skin sur-
faces and as these bacteria cells live
out their lives, they expel waste in the
form of an odorous gas. It is this odor
that becomes stronger over time.
“Simply put, eliminate the odor-caus-
ing bacteria and you eliminate
human odor,” Phillips stated.

The U.S. Military is sold on the
value of nano silver fiber technology
and has issued X Scent boot socks to
its troops while in the field for extend-
ed periods to protect their feet from a
wide variety of medical problems
caused by microbes. According to
Phillips, the base layers and socks are
the company’s best sellers to the
hunting market. Because X Scent is
thermodynamic, sportsmen have the
option of wearing the base layer
under their favorite camo pattern
clothing in the warm early season
and still remain cool.

Phillips said ARC is committed to
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The Arctic Shield Shirt Jacket offers four
handy pockets that allow ample storage
space while magnetized storm flaps and
adjustable cuffs ensure a trim fit. In addi-
tion to reducing the generation of human
scent, the jacket is also water repellent
and breathable. Below, the rugged  X
Scent boot socks by ARC Outdoors are per-

fect for hunters who
may need to wear
socks without washing
for several days run-
ning. Silver nano fibers
embedded in the fabric
of the boot socks will
protect them from gen-
erating foot odor.

Kishel’s uses the tag-line
“Quality Animal Scents &
Lures,” but like many other
scent suppliers it also helps
hunters (and trappers) elimi-
nate human scent so they can
be more successful in the field.
The Pro Shield scent elimina-
tor uses a combination of
antioxidants to eliminate
both human odors and most
other warning odors such as
animal urines. It comes in an 8
ounce spray bottle. The
Clothes Wash and Body Wash
also come in that compact size, or more eco-
nomical quart and gallon sizes. The clothes
wash has a UV blocking agent as well. Reach
Kishel’s in New York at (716) 652-8953.
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providing advanced solutions to the
performance apparel market and
strives to develop long term business-
to business relationships as well.
Dealers will appreciate how the com-
pany’s relationships and partnerships
are accompanied by an excellent cus-
tomer support system. X Scent is cur-
rently shipping to major retailers
across the country and hundreds of
smaller retailers, such as archery and
general outdoor shops, are carrying X
Scent as well. Contact: ARC Outdoors,
1700 W. Albany, Suite A, Broken
Arrow, OK 74102

Robinson Outdoors
In 1985 Robinson Outdoors revo-

lutionized the hunting industry with
the development of scent elimination
products for hunters. The introduc-
tion of Scent Shield, a liquid spray
that neutralizes human odor, created

a brand new product category. Since
then, the company has come out with
an entire wide spectrum of scent sup-
pressing products.

White Lightening, a product that
chemically neutralizes and adsorbs
odors, is recommended for boots,
clothing and equipment while
Carbon Blast is a spray-on product
developed specifically for the elimi-
nation of human scent on clothing
containing carbon granules. Carbon
Blast utilizes the incredible adsorp-
tion power of activated carbon to
chemically neutralize and adsorb
human odor & other odors on hunt-
ing clothing, boots, caps, tree stands,
fabric hunting blinds and related
equipment.

In addition to Scent Shield which
is offered in either original or fall
blend, Robinson Outdoors offers an
extensive ScentBlocker line including
odor suppressing laundry detergent,
a shower kit, hair and body deodor-
ant, bar soap, field wipes and even a
scent suppressing body and bath
towel. 

Of course Robinson Outdoors
also makes and markets the
ScentBlocker scent-elimination line
of clothing containing activated car-
bon. The foundation of the compa-

ny’s product line is the unique
ScentBlocker activated carbon fabric
itself. Over the years, through careful
testing and tenacious development,
Robinson Outdoors has developed
three distinct fabric types:
ScentBlocker Plus, ScentBlocker
Xtreme and ScentBlocker SLT. 

With three fabrics to draw on,
ScentBlocker activated carbon cloth-
ing is available in a wide variety of
styles and patterns, from light-
weight, early-season or warm-weath-
er use, to waterproof, late-season
cold weather garments. So hunters
have a basis of comparison, the firm
ranks each with a Scent Protection
Rating. 

The company hasn’t just focused
on scent control, since it has come up
with features to make garments fit
and perform better in the field.
RainBlocker is a high performance
laminate that is waterproof and
breathable, designed to keep hunters
warm and dry  in the most miserable
weather. BodyLock utilizes specific
construction designs to solve the
problem of human odor escaping
before it has a chance to be adsorbed,
by forcing it through the carbon filter.
SLT, which stands for Single Layer
Technology, is another solution
designed to provide carbon deodor-
ization in a thin, lightweight, breath-
able single layer. This allows the use

Circle 229 on Response Card

Scent Shield’s White Lightning is powered
by a naturally occurring carbon-like com-
pound that neutralizes and adsorbs odors.
It is available in handy 12 and 22 ounce
bottles.

An attractive display case like this one from
the Robinson Outdoors Scent Shield brand
can result in an impulse sale when customers
come in to purchase other products or ser-
vices. Most bowhunters practice some form
of scent control and spraying their clothes
and equipment is an important step.
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of activated carbon clothing in cli-
mates and temperatures not previ-
ously thought practical.

Hunters will appreciate other
innovations as well. The Pick Pocket
is a unique, multi-pocket storage sys-
tem that keeps the items needed
most, within easy reach. Other practi-
cal additions include rubber-coated
snaps throughout the garments and a
practical, side-entry zipper on cargo
pants pockets so hunters can get at
items stored there when sitting down.

For 2009, Robinson Outdoors has
introduced the new Bone Collector
line of scent suppressing jackets,
pants, vests and boots. Robinson
Marketing Specialist Kyle Willis says it
is a basic but not spartan line of
clothing and accessories designed for
the everyday hunter. This introduc-
tion of the Bone Collector line coin-
cided with the launch of Michael
Waddell’s new Bone Collector televi-
sion show. Willis said the Bone
Collector apparel fabric uses antimi-
crobial layers to kill odor causing bac-
teria and a layer of activated carbon
granules to contain existing odors as
well. 

The ScentBlocker Bone Collector
series consists of a full line of Scent
Shield S3 Antimicrobial base layers
and mid layers, ScentBlocker
Activated Carbon Apparel and
ScentBlocker footwear. Willis told
ArrowTrade the new Bone Collector
Brotherhood Knee Boot is proving to
be extremely popular and that the
boot is currently a hot ticket item.
Featuring a removable SPF 60 activat-
ed carbon fabric filter with Body Lock

technology and a removable activat-
ed carbon insole with S3 antimicro-
bial technology, the 100 percent
waterproof, lightweight boot comes
in either a wool insulated or non-
insulated model. Big, easy pull on
straps and a heel kicker ridge that
aids in slipping the boots off after a
long day add to the things hunters
will like about these boots. Bow
hunters in particular will like the
responsive EVA Midsole with an
enhanced TPU nylon tree climbing
shank that make the boots extremely
comfortable as well as practical. 

The ScentBlocker jacket and
pants have snug-fitting waists and
adjustable cuffs so that nothing inter-
feres with the shot. Hunters will
appreciate the six front and two rear
zippered pockets incorporated into
the jacket. Another innovative feature
is the slit in the back that accommo-
dates a safety harness strap. Finally,
an adjustable, removable arm guard
completes the package. 

The pants feature two front slash
pockets with snap closures. Two side
and two rear pockets with zipper clo-
sures ensure
important gear
will remain
secure in place.
Robinson says
items have
been designed
and tested in
the field by
M i c h a e l
Waddell and
the entire Bone
Collector crew.

Contact: Robinson Outdoors, 110
North Park Drive, Cannon Falls, MN
55009 Phone: (800) 315-5799

Atsko/Sno Seal Inc.
Atsko strives to bring hunters

quality products at reasonable cost.
They base products on original
research aimed at maximizing the
performance of hunting clothing,
footwear, and other hunting acces-
sories like tents and packs. Atsko
makes a variety of odor control prod-
ucts to ensure hunters they can go
afield knowing their clothing and
equipment are odor free.

The N-O-DOR spray from this
science-focused firm is a bit different,
as the bottle necks carry a small pack-
et of powder that needs to be mixed
in before use. N-O-DOR deodorizes
clothing, hair, skin and all wetable
surfaces quickly and safely and it
does so by permanently oxidizing all
organic molecules into odorless, non-
volatile compounds. The unique
packaging assures absolute freshness
with economy and ease of use.  When
mixed, N-O-DOR lasts for six months

The Mathews Solo Pro Fleece Jacket features Scent Blocker SPF 60
activated carbon and S3 antimicrobial technology. The SLT ION  micro
fleece construction is treated with DWR (Durable Water Repellency)
and is compatible with the Mathews S3 Fleece SoloVest or the Mathews
S3 Wool Solo Jacket. It is available in M-XXL sizes. Robinson Outdoors is
providing the Mathews branded scent control clothing to retailers, and
also packages a line of scent control liquids branded (shown at left) for
sale only through Mathews retailers.

The ScentBlocker wool SoloLiner is just the thing when an extra layer
of warmth is needed. The SoloLiner features odor suppressing S3 tech-
nology and can be worn either by itself or zipped into a Solo XLT jacket,
as shown in the inset photo.
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in its special UV resistant spray bottle
because the oxidizers are released
only as needed. Without mixing, the
liquid and powder have a shelf life of
several years.

N-O-DOR II powder is a combi-
nation of absorbers and this powder
performs wet or dry and washes away
easily. N-O-DOR II powder is a blend
of 25 percent Abscent crystals in sodi-
um bicarbonate (baking soda).
Absent crystals consist of aluminum
and silicon atoms that form a three-
dimensional network of internal cav-
ities and act like a molecular strainer
soaking up every trace of odor while
increasing the pH to slow the creation
of new odor.

The crystals are hydrophobic
(water hating) which means they
maintain their odor-absorbing quali-

ties in high humidity or even when
soaked in water. N-O-DOR II powder
is great for deodorizing footwear or
for storing clothes in the off season.  

For keeping clothes clean and
odor free, Atsko offers Sport-Wash
which is safe for all washable fabrics
yet powerful enough to remove all
odors and stains of blood, grass or
soil. Sport-Wash is gentle to fabric,

yet it is a powerful cleaner that leaves
clothes soft and smelling like fresh air.
The secret of Sport-Wash is that it
rinses out totally. No residue is left for
deer to smell or to clog the pores of
waterproof breathable materials such
as Gore-Tex fabric. Free of residue,
insulations like down, Thinsulate and
Hollofil will fluff up for maximum
warmth. The total rinse-ability of
Sport-Wash means nothing is left
behind to smell, clog, irritate skin or

ABOVE: Scent Blocker teamed
up with Michael Waddell to
offer the new Bone Collector
soft fleece jacket. Bowmen will
appreciate the adjustable wrist
tabs and the two front slash
pockets. Two side and two back
pockets with button closure
keep small items handy.

LEFT: The 3D Realleaf XLT
Jacket by ScentBlocker features
SPF 50 activated carbon in
addition to the new S3 antimi-
crobial technology to aid in
odor control. The jacket fea-
tures a full front zipper while
the  BodyLock collar, wrist, cuffs
and waist ensure a snug fit.

The Scent Blocker duffle bag is a
handy way to carry hunting cloth-
ing to or from the hunting site. The
large 12 x12x 21 inch bag contains
SPF 50 activated carbon granules
and antimicrobial technology to
aid in odor control. Sturdy nylon
handles coupled with an
adjustable shoulder strap and
heavy-duty cargo loops at both
ends make this bag easy to carry.

The ScentBlocker Boa knee boot elimi-
nates regular boot laces in favor of a dial-
to-tighten lacing system. This system uses
fine, extremely flexible, black wires to
lace up the boot. To take them off, the
hunter simply pulls on the speed lace dial
to loosen the boot and slips out of them.
Hunters will appreciate how the washable
active carbon gaiters trap odors at the
top of the boot before they can be
released around the hunting site.

Circle 139 on Response Card

Quality quiet quiversy q q
in models that hold 3,
4 or 6 arrows.

The new K 3 Solid Stem
weighs in at 5.6 oz and is
available in 9 camouflageavailable in 9 camouflage
patterns and legendary
black .

Quivers detach easily and
universally fit all our

ti b k t

www.kwikeekwiver.com

mounting brackets.
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glow with brighteners. Sport-Wash is
suitable for all fabrics, compatible
with bleach, eliminates the need for
fabric softener and will remove stains
and odors without harming colors.

Atsko, Inc. recently announced
the addition of Sport-Wash Carbon
Care to their line of odor control
products. Sport-Wash Carbon Care
does not contain any ultraviolet
brighteners and each bottle will do 34
loads using a residue-free detergent
designed to clean carbon suits. This
feature is important because other
detergents may leave a residue that
degrades the performance of carbon
suits and other high tech fabrics.
Sport-Wash Carbon Care renews their
performance by removing the dirt,
odors and any detergent residue. 

By cleaning thoroughly then rins-
ing completely, Sport-Wash Carbon
Care restores performance of carbon,
cotton, wool, silk, Gore-Tex Fabric,
down, microfibers, polyethylene,
nylon, polyester, polypropylene,
acrylic and blends. Sport-Wash
Carbon Care is extremely versatile
because it not only cleans and
deodorizes all washables, it can be
used around the house as well.
Contact Atsko/Sno Seal, 2664 Russell

St., Orangeburg, SC 29115 Phone:
(800) 845-2728

Wildlife Research Center
Even though Scent Killer odor

eliminating spray was already found
to be over 99 percent effective at stop-
ping replicated human odor in test-
ing done at Rutgers University,
Wildlife Research Center said it was
able to improve on the formula.  

This year, hunters will be buying
Super Charged Scent Killer. It works
either wet or dry and continues to
work for days after drying. The special
formula is more effective because it
combats odors at the molecular level
while killing human and other foreign
odors on contact. 

The company claims Super
Charged Scent Killer can transform
hunting clothes into a type of scent
elimination suit.  For maximum
effectiveness, Wildlife Research
Center recommends pre-treating
hunting clothes with a liberal appli-
cation of Super Charged Scent Killer
before any hunt, letting them dry and
then storing them in an airtight con-
tainer until ready for use. Hunting
clothes can  be pre-treated weeks or
months before an anticipated hunt

and heavily treated hunting clothing
can remain effective for many days in
the field. 

In 2009 Wildlife Research Center
introduced new Scent Killer Field
Wipes. Conveniently packaged in a
resealable pack, the field wipes are
enriched with vitamin E and aloe to
protect and sooth the skin. When a
shower is not available or when a
hunter needs to quickly clean and
deodorize, a pack of wipes thrown in
a hunting jacket or backpack can save
the day. 

As a bonus for hunters, Wildlife
Research includes a free copy of the
popular booklet “Scent Free Secrets”
with certain combinations of their
Scent Killer products. The informa-
tive booklet contains 12 chapters of
information written to help hunters
understand how to fight and win
against the most powerful defense of
a deer. The individual chapters are
packed with practical ways for a
hunter to understand what steps
need to be taken in nearly all hunting
situations. Carded 12 ounce spray
bottles of Scent Killer, quart combi-
nation packages and one gallon
combo packages currently have the
$4.95 book included as added value. 

Contact: Wildlife Research

Atsko Sport Wash Laundry
Detergent is formulated for all
difficult to clean clothing
including hunting and other
sportswear. It restores water-
proofing, breathability and
wicking to clothing and rinses
completely clean. Sport Wash is
priced so that it can be used for
all laundry needs.

Atsko has a carbon wash
that is the newest addition to
the company’s line of odor
control products. Sport-Wash
Carbon Care renews perfor-
mance by removing the dirt,
odors and the harmful
residue of other detergents.
It cleans thoroughly then
rinses completely.

Atsko’s odor control pow-
der has a combination of
absorbers which soak up
existing odor molecules
while slowing the creation
of any new odor. This odor
control powder is safe to
use on any type of clothing
or on any part of the body
including underarm and
groin areas.

The white packets visible between
the bottles of N-O-Dor spray from
Atsko contain a powder that’s mixed
in before the hunter uses the spray. It
takes just moments and guarantees
he’s buying a high-potency spray.
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Center, Inc., 14485 NW Azurite Street
Ramsey, MN  55303 Phone: (763) 427-
3350

Dead Down Wind
The folks at Dead Down Wind

continue to develop odor control
products based on their enzyme
scent prevention formula. 

Dead Down Wind Laundry
Detergent is a bioengineered formu-
lation that uses a combination of
enzymes, chelating agents and UVe to
deliver a deep cleaning action on pro-
tein stains like blood without the
need of harsh chemicals. The
enzymes in the concentrated formula
of Dead Down Wind’s Scent Prevent
Laundry Detergent target and elimi-
nate scent naturally.  In addition, the
exclusive formula unclogs carbon
molecules so it is the perfect choice
for cleaning carbon clothing. Because
the detergent utilizes enzymes, it is
easier on natural and synthetic fibers
and is safe to use on all other hunting
apparel including wool. DDW
Laundry Detergent contains no harsh
chemicals which can weaken gar-
ment fibers and its use will not cause
camouflage patterns to fade.

This year, to compliment its
Scent Prevent Laundry Detergent,
DDW has introduced dryer sheets in
a convenient peel and seal 15 count
soft package that is part of DDW’s 3
step scent prevention program. The
new reformulated dryer sheets are

100 percent all natural organic and
biodegradable. The sheets utilize
Dead Down Wind’s New Evolve broad
spectrum formulation to prevent a
wide range of common odors from
contaminating hunting clothes. 

Hunting clothing isn’t the only
thing that needs to be scent free so
Dead Down Wind offers hunters a
choice of shower and after shower
products to eliminate existing human
odor. The DDW Enzyme Scent
Protection (ESP) technology uses a
combination of natural organic
enzymes, skin nourishing ingredients
like glycerin and specific product for-
mulation that keep on working long
after a person leaves the shower. Bar
soap, body and hair soap, shampoo
and conditioner, body foam, lotion
and powder are all offered to the
hunter for complete odor control. In
addition, the company offers scent
eliminating toothpaste, antiperspi-
rant, mouth spray and even lip balm
as further aids in the scent elimina-
tion process. 

The evolve3 Scent Prevent spray
eliminates gas, tobacco, kitchen and
even smoke odor. It utilizes enzymes
to alter, convert, break down and
fragment these odors so that hunters
remain undetected by game. The
firm’s evolve3 Field Spray comes in
12, 24, 32 and 76 ounce bottles. 

The evolve3 Pac-It Field Spray is a
new item that allows hunters to add
11 ounces of water to one Pac-It

pouch to mix their own evolve3 Field
Spray. The Pac-It Field Spray Kit
weighs ounces instead of pounds
which means hunters don’t have to
leave scent control products behind
when weight or space is a concern, or
when flying to a hunt.

Circle 104 on Response Card

Wildlife Research Scent Killer comes in 12,
24 and 32 ounce bottles. The smaller spray
bottles can be refilled as needed so that a
hunter can always carry the scent elimina-
tion spray into the field.

Dead Down Wind makes a variety of products utilizing a bio-engineered process it calls
"Nanonzyme” technology. The firm says nano and fusion technologies break particles
down to the molecular level so the chemical bonds of the odor causing compounds are
broken.
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Dead Down Wind recognizes
women as the fastest growing seg-
ment in the hunting industry and as a
result have come out with an entire
line of scent control products
designed exclusively for women
hunters. These products were
designed by women for women and
include body wash, shampoo, condi-
tioner, hair gel, 3 Step System, lip
balm and a tinted moisturizer. For
additional information contact: Dead
Down Wind, 7009 Stewart Road,
Pleasant Valley, MO 64068 Phone:
(888) 486-8339. 

Hunter’s Specialties Inc.
Along with its extensive offering

of turkey and deer calls, Hunter’s
Specialties is constantly developing
new products in other areas of the
hunting industry, including scents
and scent elimination products. 

H.S. Scent-A-Way odor elimina-
tion products include sprays, soap,
detergent and deodorant. Scent-A-
Way products are designed to neu-
tralize human odor and to keep big
game from detecting a hunter’s pres-
ence. To simplify matters for hunters,
H.S. Specialties has packaged an

entire kit of odor eliminating prod-
ucts including all the Scent-A-Way
products they need to keep odor at
bay. The kit contains Scent-A-Way
Advanced Formula Spray, as well as
laundry detergent, a Scent-Safe
Storage Bag, liquid soap, lip balm,
antiperspirant and body foam. The
Whitetail Deer kit also includes Fresh
Earth Cover Scent Wafers while the
Elk kit has Cow Elk Urine Cover Scent
Wafers. The wafers are a clean, neat
way for hunters to use a cover scent.
The wafers can be regenerated many
times by placing them in their storage
bin until they are again ready for use. 

The Scent-A-Way Advanced
Formula included in the kit, works by
neutralizing, oxidizing, bonding and
molecularly changing a wide range of
odors on clothing and equipment.
Scent-A-Way Advanced Formula is all
natural, safe and environmentally
friendly. It won’t stain or fade clothing
or materials and is not harmful to
skin. 

Dealers will also like the com-
plete shower and bath kit H.S. has put
together because they can sell several
odor eliminating products in one
package. The Scent-A-Way Shower kit
contains bar soap, shampoo and con-
ditioner, toothpaste, mouth rinse,
antiperspirant and a Realtree camo
toiletry bag for transportation and
storage.

While in the field, Scent-A-Way

Wash Towels containing odor elimi-
nating enzymes can be used to
cleanse, deodorize and refresh when
soap and water are not available. The
wash towels soothe the skin with aloe
vera and Vitamin E and these 10 x 12
inch towelettes are environmentally
friendly. Twelve of them are packaged
in a resealable bag that can be tucked
in any knapsack, fanny pack or field
bag.

To keep hunting clothes clean
and odor free, ultra concentrated
Scent-A-Way Laundry Detergent with
Clean Rinse and Stain Guard prevents
the re-depositing of dirt or soil on
clothing. The product cleans in all
temperatures and contains no U-V
brighteners while its Camo Guard
enzyme provides color and pattern
protection. It’s economical as well
because to do a wash, a hunter needs
just 1/2 ounce for front loading and 1
ounce for top loading washers. It is
available in 24 and 44 ounce bottles. 

Hunters who use odor suppress-
ing carbon suits will be pleased to
know there is a clean-rinsing Scent-
A-Way detergent formulated for car-
bon clothing as well. It comes in a 24
ounce bottle. Contact: Hunter’s
Specialties Inc., 6000 Huntington
Court NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
Phone: (319) 395-0321

Primos Hunting Calls
Primos Hunting Calls continues

to expand its product line and has
incorporated a line of scent eliminat-
ing products that include soap,
shampoo, body powder, deodorant,
laundry detergent and dryer sheets.
In addition, two scent eliminating
products are available for spraying
clothing and equipment.

Before the days of refrigeration,
it’s said old timers would sometimes
put a silver dollar in a quart of milk to
stop bacterial growth so the milk
would last longer. Today, rather than
using silver dollars, Primos has
invested in a patent pending technol-
ogy utilizing tiny particles of sus-
pended silver in a scent eliminating
solution so hunters will have the most
effective means of combating every
type of odor. The colloidal silver par-
ticles in Silver XP strike bacteria
before they have a chance to cause

The H.S. Scent-A-Way Fresh Breath Kit
contains a mouth rinse, toothpaste and
even sugar-free breath mints. All are fla-
vored with natural mint.

H.S. Scent-A-Way Wash Towels contain an
odor eliminating enzyme along with aloe
vera and Vitamin E to sooth and smooth
skin. The twelve environmentally friendly
10 x 12 inch towels come packed in a
resealable bag.
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body odor. It is a dual action product
designed for eliminating bacteria
caused body odors and non-bacterial
odors such as smoke and food odors.
Primos says Silver XP works on con-
tact and instantly removes odors
from clothing and equipment and
keeps them gone for up to 24 hours.
Silver XP comes in a handy 16 or 32
ounce spray bottle.

Primos second scent eliminating
spray, Silver XP Earth Blend, works
exactly like Silver XP except it has a
natural Earth Blend cover scent. 

When it comes to keeping clothes
clean and odor free, Primos Silver XP
Laundry Detergent cleans and slows
odors from forming on hunting
apparel. It does not fade camo and it
does not contain any UV enhancers. 

For personal hygiene and odor
control, Primos offers several prod-
ucts that will be of interest to sports-
men. Hunters can head off odor
where it begins by washing with
Primos Silver XP Scent Eliminating
Bar Soap. This soap eliminates both
bacteria caused odors such as body
odor and non-bacterial odors like
smoke and food.

For those preferring a body wash
and shampoo all in one, Primos Silver
XP Body Soap & Shampoo is a dual
action product eliminating both bac-
terial and non bacterial odors. 

Armpits and groin areas are per-

haps the most odoriferous areas of
the human body and Primos Silver XP
Unscented Deodorant works on con-
tact to eliminate body odors while
providing long lasting protection
against their return. Primos Silver XP
Unscented Deodorant will not leave
unsightly residue or stain clothing.

For those times when water is not
available or when equipment needs
to be deodorized, Silver XP Field
wipes are ideal for eliminating odors
on hunting gear that can hold human
scent such as: bows, arrows, tree
stands and other essential gear. These
Field Wipes are so versatile, they can
also be used as a dryer sheet. Contact:
Primos Game Calls, 604 First Street,
Flora, MS 39071 Phone: (800) 523-
2395

Pete Rickard Inc.
Pete Rickard began formulating

his Indian Buck Lure over 60 years
ago and the name is synonymous
with animal scent products. The
founder passed away in 2002 after 60
years of providing quality products
and innovations to the hunting and
trapping industry. Today, in addition

to the company’s well known line of
deer and animal scents, Rickard
offers several products for controlling
or eliminating human odor while
hunting.

Rickard Human Scent Buster is a
body deodorant that comes as a
unscented, non-sticky spray in a 2
ounce oval pump spray bottle.

Rickard Scent Block is a scent free
deodorant designed for use on hunt-
ing clothes and gear. Rickard is so
confident in this product that it is
offering a money back guarantee.
Scent Block comes in a 12 ounce oval
pump spray bottle and is also avail-
able in Autumn Gold, a special for-
mulation that adds an earthen cover
scent to clothing while eliminating
odors. Contact: Pete Rickard Co., 115
Roy Walsh Road, Cobleskill, New York,
12043 Phone: (518) 234-2731

S&P Scents
S&P Scents in Hennepin, Illinois

offers a full line of doe, buck and coy-
ote urine on which hunters across the
country have come to rely. The com-
pany also offers several scent elimi-
nating products that are gaining in
favor with hunters.

S&P Advanced Carbon Spray is a
patented formula containing scent
adsorbing carbon. According to com-
pany president, Scott Urnikis, S&P
Advanced Carbon Spray is great for
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Waterproof
and Extremely
Tear Resistant
NFAA Field & Hunter
and FITA Field Faces

The ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
For Information Contact,

mlpress1@aol.com
www.mapleleafpress.com

Phone 616-846-8844
Fax 616-846-6408

1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417

NEW!

Circle 136 on Response Card

ABOVE: The colloidal Silver particles in
Primos Silver XP deodorant strike bacteria
before it has a chance to break down and
cause body odor. The solid stick deodorant
comes in a 2.25 ounce container.

LEFT: Primos Silver Scent Eliminator con-
tains colloidal silver particles that work to
destroy both bacterial and non-bacterial
odors such as food, smoke and even gaso-
line. The environmentally friendly dual
acting odor eliminator comes in a 16
ounce trigger spray bottle.
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deodorizing equipment or for spray-
ing on camo clothing before going
into the woods. Johnson Labs, a part-
ner company with S&P Scents, was
the original patent holder for this
product and according to Urnikis, has
reformulated it from the original for
use by S&P.

S&P Scents also offers its
Advanced Carbon Laundry Detergent
which Urnikis told ArrowTrade will
leave an odor adsorbing carbon
residue on any hunting clothing
washed with it. “Hunters will like the
idea that they can simply wash their
hunting clothing in Advanced Carbon
Laundry Detergent and turn any
hunting jacket or pants into a odor
suppressing carbon hunting outfit,”
Urnikis said.

S&P also offers a bar soap and an
Advanced Carbon Shower Gel that
leaves scent absorbing carbon on the
skin much like deodorant soap leaves
perfume. Either product is great
when used in combination and both
can be used on the hair and body. All
S&P odor elimination products are
available to dealers through Pape’s or
by ordering direct from S&P Scents,
8281 Deer Drive, Hennepin, Il 61327
Phone: (877) 314-0043 

Buck Stop
Buck Stop offers an entire range

of hunting, big game, cover and food
scents. They also offer dog breaking
and training scents, as well as a full
line of trapping lures so, it’s not sur-
prising the company offers several
scent killing products as well. Scent

Stop Body Wash is a strong but gentle,
cleaning agent that removes human
scent and is designed for the harsh
conditions hunters often encounter.
Buck Stop says this product can also
be used for laundry, pets or as a
household cleaner. Scent Stop Body
Wash comes in 8, 12 or 32 ounce
sizes.

Scent Stop Odor Eliminator is a
powerful scent eliminator that stops
human scent in seconds. Scent Stop
works in all weather conditions leav-
ing an invisible shield of protection
on anything it touches. Odor
Eliminator comes in a convenient 4
ounce bottle that can easily be car-
ried in a jacket pocket for use while
on watch. An economical 27 ounce
spray bottle is also available for those
hunters who spray down before they
head to the woods. Buck Stop Odor
Eliminator also comes in a newer Dirt
scent for those hunters wishing to use
a natural cover scent along with a
human odor elimination product.
Contact: Buck Stop Lure Company,

3600 Grow Road, P.O. Box 636,
Stanton, MI 48888 Phone: (800) 477-
2368

Muzzy Products
Mention Muzzy and it’s likely the

name will be associated with the
company’s line of excellent broad-
heads and bowfishing accessories.
However, Muzzy also offers products
that help hunters become scent free. 

Muzzy’s Super Odor Eliminator
Shampoo and Body Wash is offered in
two versions, blue unscented and
orange natural earth. Both products
are environmentally safe, biodegrad-
able and work by trapping odor caus-
ing molecules. 

Muzzy’s Super Odor Eliminator
Spray comes in a pump-up bottle
which differs from most other spray
dispensers because the hunter intro-
duces pressure inside the container
with a few, quick presses of his finger
then sprays in a controlled, steady
stream. What this means is that the
Super Odor Eliminator inside the bot-
tle is applied in just the right amount
to eliminate odors on outside cloth-
ing while saving the hunter money in
the process. Super Odor Eliminator
Spray is safe to use on skin, hair,
clothing and even hunting gear such
as fanny packs or rain gear. Contact:
Muzzy Products, 110 Beasley Road,
Cartersville, GA 30120 Phone: (866)
387-9307 
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Pete Rickard has been a well recognized
name in the hunting and trapping indus-
try for over 60 years. Scent Block elimi-
nates odors on clothing and hunting gear
while Scent Block with Autumn Gold does
the job while imparting a natural cover
aroma to hunting clothing. Rickard
Human Scent Buster comes in a handy 2
ounce pump spray bottle and is designed
to eradicate human scent under field con-
ditions.

New labeling is helping the line of carbon-based scent control products from S&P
Scents stand out on the shelves. They can be purchased through Pape’s or direct.
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Code Blue
Code Blue scent elimination

products provide several ways to neu-
tralize, eliminate and prevent offen-
sive scent from reaching a supersen-
sitive nose. EliminX Odor Neutralizer
features an innovative, scent elimina-
tion formula said to form a barrier
around odor-causing molecules.
Hunters spraying the odorless and

non-staining Code Blue
EliminX on all of their
hunting gear will find it
remains scent free all day,
Code Blue claims. Now,

EliminX’s formula comes in a giant 32
ounce refill bottle with a free, full 4
ounce spray bottle for keeping handy
in a backpack or jacket pocket.

EliminX Stealth Dust targets and
destroys odors by isolating the indi-

vidual elements that produce the
odors. An included sock applicator
makes applying the fine dust to skin,
clothes or boots a convenient and
simple matter. The dust penetrates
the fabric of hunting clothes to effec-
tively eliminate human scent before it
can escape into the air and Code Blue
says it is better than water-based
products. Stealth Dust goes on dry so
a hunter can remain scent-free in the
woods even when it’s too cold to
spray liquid. 

Code Blue’s Advanced
Formulation Body Wash and
Shampoo allows hunters to elimi-
nate scent from head to toe with a
pre-trip shower. As an ever-depend-
able scent control strategy, this
body wash and shampoo effectively
cleans and neutralizes human odor.
The 12 ounce bottle of body wash
comes either unscented or with a

77Circle 186 on Response Card

Buck Stop’s Scent Stop Dirt eliminates
odors and leaves a faint earth odor, allow-
ing a hunter to blend into his surround-
ings. The convenient 27 ounce trigger
spray bottle contains enough odor elimi-
nating spray to last the season. Scent Stop
is also marketed without the Dirt scent in
this pro-size bottle or in a flat 4 ounce
spray bottle (shown at right) that hunters
can carry in a shirt pocket. As with all
other Buck Stop products, customer satis-
faction is fully guaranteed.

Muzzy Shampoo and Body Wash is a concentrated liq-
uid that comes in a 16 ounce bottle priced like many
competitor’s 12 ounce bottles. It comes unscented or
with an earth cover scent. Scrape Juice Odor Eliminator
is the perfect companion for Muzzy’s Shampoo and Body
Wash. The pressurized pump-up sprayer can be used to
eliminate scent from clothing, boots or other gear.
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fresh earth cover scent.
Code Blue also provides hunters

with a way to keep clothing scent free
with their laundry detergent. This
detergent is safe for carbon suits and
contains no UV brighteners. Code
Blue Laundry Detergent comes either
unscented or in a Fresh Earth cover
scent and will remove all odors from
hunting clothes. Both are available in
an economical 32 ounce bottle.

Code Blue’s Advanced Formula
Field Wipes are a convenient and
effective way to wipe out human odor
on the spot while refreshing the skin
on warm early season hunts. By drop-
ping a pack into a pocket or back-
pack, hunters will have extra odor
eliminating insurance for those warm
days afield. The Advanced Formula
Field Wipes come in a package of 20
unscented sheets. 

Hunter’s often encounter harsh
hunting conditions that cause
chapped or cracked skin and discom-
fort. Code Blue’s Advanced
Formulation Body Lotion provides
greaseless protection against wind
and cold weather and is odorless. It is
quickly absorbed into the skin and
provides great odor fighting moistur-
izing protection that helps relieve
chapped or cracked skin and keeps
skin from drying out. It is unscented
and comes in a 4 ounce plastic bottle.

To help neutralize human odors
before they start Code Blue’s
Advanced Formulation Anti-
Perspirant Deodorant reduces per-
spiration and eliminates odor caus-

ing bacteria all day long. Look for it in
a 4 ounce applicator.

Rounding out Code Blue’s com-
plete line of odor eliminating prod-
ucts is the Mouth Spray that elimi-
nates mouth odor and leaves a
refreshing red apple taste. The Mouth
Spray comes in a 2 ounce spray bottle
that can be carried in a shirt pocket or
tucked away in a fanny pack until
needed. Contact: Code Blue, 101
North Carney, Atmore, AL 36502
Phone: (251) 368-4089

Xterminator
Odor destroying chemical prod-

ucts and apparel containing activated
carbon or silver infused fabrics have
been joined by odor-killing electronic
devices. One our staff has some expe-
rience with is the Xterminator. It uses
a patent-pending process to shred
Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)
molecules into their base elements,
destroying odors on anything within
the effective range of the machine.
The size of a twelve-pack and weigh-
ing only 11 pounds, the Xterminator
can turn a closet or small room into
an odor decontamination chamber
by emitting a unique combination of
up to four synergistic technologies
called Plasma-X. 

Despite the apparent complexity
of the science, Dan Bertalin, creative
media director for Xterminator, sim-
ply says the device destroys odor-pro-
ducing molecules on everything a
hunter wears, uses or carries into the
woods. Bertalin said, the break-

through technology “plasma regener-
ates” carbon-lined garments as often
as the hunter wishes without the has-
sle, cost or fabric damage caused by
repeated wash-dry cycles. “The
Xterminator effectively kills a wide
range of odor causing bacteria in less
than 15 minutes,” Bertalin added.

Hunters may like the idea of
putting their contaminated clothing
and equipment in a room, turning on
the Xterminator and then having
odor free, decontaminated clothing
and equipment ready for the next
hunt. The unit comes with a timer
switch that you can set based on how
much scent load is in the garments.
Contact: Xterminator, P.O. Box 297,
Crystal Falls, MI 49920 Phone: (906)
875-3800 

Nullo
Hunters looking to control odors

from within will be interested in
Nullo capsules. Nullo has a proven
odor controlling formula in caplet
form and contains the active ingredi-
ent chlorophyllin copper complex,
designed to control body odors from
the inside out. While Nullo has been
invaluable in the medical field for
incontinent and colostomy patients,
it has also been proven by
bowhunters around the world to
eliminate odor from their sweat.

Nullo’s chlorophyllin copper
complex has been approved by the
Food and Drug Administration as
safe and effective with no adverse
interaction found between it and pre-
scription drugs. Over the five day
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Better packaging and a stronger marketing
effort for the EliminX line from Code Blue
should help the brand become known for
scent control as well as for being the “From
one deer to one bottle” scent supplier.
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period prior to the hunt, the body will
absorb enough of the primary ingre-
dient to neutralize body odor. To
remain odor free for the entire hunt-
ing season, the company recom-
mends hunters maintain the same
dosage everyday throughout the
hunting season. Nullo is water-solu-
ble and will flush out of the body
within 24 hours after taking the last
caplet.

Contact: Nullo , 1604 Stockton St.,
Jacksonville, FL 32204 Phone: (800)
735-0666 ext. 126

ScenTote
ScenTote, innovators of scent-

eliminating storage products
designed for hunters, has developed
the ScenTote Hard Tote, a hard plas-

tic container that
eliminates many of
the problems
hunters encounter
when transporting
hunting clothes
and gear into the
field. The durable
plastic container
has a scent proof
lid that keeps odors
out while a patent-
ed carbon web
adsorber on the
underside of the lid
allows carbon to
adsorb odors found
on contaminated
hunting clothes.

Hunters with
trucks can place the Hard Tote in a
truck bed and rest easy knowing that
rain, snow and sleet won’t find their
way into the container and ruin
scent-free clothing. In addition to
being weather proof, the Hard Tote
will prevent exhaust odors, gasoline
odors and food odors from getting
into the Tote. Keeping hunting
clothes scent free when riding an
ATV can be a challenge but the Hard
Tote can easily be strapped down on
the back of an ATV and hunting
clothes can be kept in the
Tote until the hunter
reaches his final destina-
tion. Once there, the
hunter can quickly and
easily put on his clothes
without having to worry

about ATV exhaust or the smell of
burning oil contaminating his car-
bon suit, his boots or any other item
he may keep inside the Hard Tote. 

The ScentTote Field Bag offers
several new features for 2009 making
it more durable and hunter-friendly
than ever before. The new Field Bag
is available in Wilderness Wild
Camouflage which will blend with
the surroundings if the field bag is
kept with the hunter either in a tree-
stand or sitting against a tree on the
ground. Like the other ScenTote
products, the Field Bag comes with
ScenTote’s activated carbon web
adsorber that adsorbs odors and
releases carbon granules onto the
contents of the bag.

The Field Bag features a dia-
mond rip stop material with a nylon
liner, making it more durable and
longer lasting than before. Even if
the outside of the bag gets a slight
tear, the nylon liner will protect the
garments inside from foreign odors.  

Dealers should note that the
Field Bag comes with a built-in
changing mat so the hunter always
has a dry, smooth surface on which
to stand when changing clothes. The
Field Bag comes with a large detach-
able shoulder strap and carrying

Circle 228 on Response Card

The ScenTote Hard Tote excels at keeping scent-free clothing scent free,
because it has an odor-absorbing carbon element inside. It works equally
well in the back of a pickup or on the back of an ATV. The ScenTote Wheeled
Field Bag at right can be easily wheeled through airports or a hunting camp
without contaminating clean clothing. A built in changing mat enables
hunters to get dressed while in the field without having to step on wet or
cold ground.

Nullo is an internal deodorant that helps to eliminate odor
from a hunter’s body. The tablets should be taken several days
before a hunt and can safely be taken all season.
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straps, making it very
easy to take into the field.
Traveling hunters will
like how ScentTote Travel
Bags are designed to be
used as luggage when fly-
ing or driving to a hunt-
ing destination. The new
Travel Bags feature roller
wheels that makes
pulling them through an
airport much easier. 

Contact: ScentTote,
1221 E Keating Ave.,
Muskegon, MI 49442
Phone: (616) 437-7013

Conclusion
Scent control has

become an obsession
with some bowhunters
and it’s fair to say most
hunters practice scent
control to some degree
or another. It’s interest-
ing that both companies producing
odor eliminating carbon suits also
recommend the use of odor elimi-
nating body soaps and sprays
because they enhance the effective-
ness of these higher end products.

That’s a good reminder as cus-
tomers move up the pyramid of
products we talked about. They
should not be eliminating the ones
on the lower level, but should be
adding to them. Controlling breath

odor with a gum
or spray isn’t
going to make a
deer ignore a
hunter’s  stale
body odor and
using an odor-
free lip balm
doesn’t help
much if hunting
clothes were
washed in a per-
fumed laundry
detergent.

The only
thing new about
odor control is
the way we go
about it. Ishi, the
Native American
credited with
helping Saxton

Pope and Art Young establish the
modern sport of bowhunting taught
the duo the importance of odor con-
trol. Pope and Young learned Ishi
stopped eating meat before he pur-
sued wild game because he knew
this would diminish his own human
odor. 

I doubt many hunters become
vegetarians during hunting season
and because of the vast array of
scent suppressing products on the
market today, they don’t have to.
Today, hunters can enjoy a big steak
dinner before the next morning’s
hunt and be assured the sprays,
wipes and odor control clothing will
make them as scent free as possible.
We can shower, shave, wash our hair,
brush our teeth, sooth our chapped
hands and rinse our breath with
odor reducing products and rest
assured our clothing and boots will
help block what little odor remains.
Then, with a little luck, venison may
be on the menu next time we’re hun-
gry for meat.

The Xterminator is lightweight,
portable and decontaminates cloth-
ing, boots and other gear hung next
to it in a confined space like a closet.
Carbon and non-carbon clothing can
be cleaned without washing thus
making them last much longer. The
technology is similar to what’s used in
hospitals to cleanse air and surfaces
of germs and odor-causing molecules.

Affordable and practical, the Tink’s Carbon Sack con-
tains activated carbon to help adsorb odors on hunt-
ing clothing. The sack is a roomy 25 x 30 inches and
has a mesh liner for durability. Order it from the famed
hunting scent supplier by calling the manufacturer at
(800) 624-5988.
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